A-Z of Cloud-Managed Networking
Cisco Meraki’s comprehensive cloud-managed networks offer a plethora of benefits to modern day
businesses. Here’s an A-Z list of the many benefits such a solution can give your organisation.

Access Points
Insights delivered straight to the dashboard.

Network Connectivity
Always-on availability and easily respond to
changing requirements.

Outstanding support

Bandwidth
Prioritise bandwidth for business-critical apps.

Content Filtering

Meraki have excellent support and offer enterprise-class
phone support at no additional cost.

Productivity

Block access to dangerous and unwanted content.

Tailored end-user experience equals
increased productivity.

Dashboard Analytics

Quality

Actionable insights from across your network.

Across the board - visibility, experience and performance.

Experience

Remote Access

Optimise your end-user experience.

Enables mobile workforce through VPN capability.

Firewall

SD WAN

Mitigate risk with a next-gen firewall.

Simplify multi site deployments.

Growth

Troubleshooting

Handle demand and scale up if necessary.

Undertake on-site or remotely, reducing
resolution time.

Usage

Housing
Centralised management housed in one dashboard.

Control end-user or device web traffic and
application use.

Meraki Insight

Visibility

Fosters a better end-user experience and reduces time
needed to isolate network/application issues.

Visibility across the globe of all of your Meraki
infrastructure from networking to security cameras.

Judgment

Wireless

Analytics allow for better judgment on how to deliver
the end-user experience.

Add wireless capacity in minutes through fully
automatic provisioning.

Knowledge Base

XML API

Leverage Meraki’s online information hub –
Guides, Manuals and Support articles.

Use this to build applications that monitor your
Meraki wireless networks and share information.

Lightweight Management Overheads

You Choose

Take advantage of an easy, fast and simple cloud
managed networking solution.

Flexible subscription options with
1, 3, 5 , 7 & 10 year terms.

Malware Protection

Zero Day Threats

Mitigate the risk of malicious files and software.

Comprehensive security tools mitigate the risk
of a 0-day threat.

Computer Merchants is proud to partner with Cisco Meraki and bring cloud-managed network
technologies to your organisation, providing a reliable, and secure network that will deliver your
organisation with the power to not only handle demand, but drive growth and the user experience.
To speak with an expert, give us a call on 1800 777 111, or visit computermerchants.com.au

